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Agenda
Time Topic Presenters

14:00 – 14:05 Welcome and introductions

14:05 – 14:20 SBRI Healthcare Programme and Competition 24 Antonio Ruiz, SBRI Healthcare PMO

14:20 – 14:35 Delivering a Net Zero NHS for a Healthier Future – overview of the 

competition brief

Natalia Kurek, Greener NHS Team

Fanny Burrows, Greener NHS Team

14:35 – 15:00 Q&A session

15:00– 15:10 The AHSN Network Pete Waddingham, AHSN Network

15:-10 – 15:20 Insights and tips from successful SBRI award holders Nathan Moore, Primum Digital

Cath Richards, The Centre for 

Sustainable Healthcare

15:20 – 15:30 The application and assessment process Luis Tojo, SBRI Healthcare PMO

15:30 – 15:55 Q&A session

15:55 – 16:00 Closing remarks
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Small Business Research 
Initiative (SBRI) Healthcare 
Programme

Antonio Ruiz

Programme Manager, SBRI PMO



Housekeeping

• Thank you all for taking the time to join

• Feel free to ask questions in the Q&A box as we go along, and we will answer 

them in the Q&A sessions

• Please flag any technical issues in the chat

• The slides and the recording will be uploaded on SBRI Healthcare website 

• For further enquiries: sbri@lgcgroup.com



• Pan-government, structured process enabling the public sector to engage with innovative suppliers

• AAC programme managed by LGC Group & supported by the Academic Health Science Network (AHSNs)

About SBRI Healthcare

Improve patient care Increase efficiency in the 

NHS

Enable the NHS to access 

new innovations through 

R&D that solve identified 

healthcare challenges and 

unmet need

Bring economic value and 

wealth creation 

opportunity to the UK 

economy



Basic research Clinical evaluation
Adoption 

& spread
Implementation

Translational 

development

NIHR i4i Connect & Product Development NIHR i4i Challenge

SBRIH Healthcare

SBRIH Cancer Programme

Charities

UKRI BBSRC

UKRI Biomedical Catalyst and DPFS

Angel investors

Venture capital

NIHR EME
NIHR HTA

NHS Innovation AcceleratorClinical Entrepreneur

UKRI EPSRC

Funding landscape



Source of funding to accelerate greener

Innovations for a more sustainable NHS

Risk oriented programme

Simple application form & quick turnaround

Supported by the AHSNs Network
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A 
connected 
‘Network of 
Networks’

The AHSN network



• Themed competitions to address identified unmet NHS challenges 

• 6-12 months project duration, between £50 and £100K (NET)

• Organisations from public and third sectors (including NHS, universities and charities), SMEs 

and corporate ventures are eligible, as long as they can demonstrate a significant contribution 

to NHS carbon emission reduction

• Based anywhere in Europe



Expected exit points

A market validation on proposed users and a 
strategy covering plans for commercial 
viability and scalability’

Health inequalities impact assessment

Implementation plans and model for potential 

NHS regional and national scale up

Demonstrated environmental impact that the 
proposed solution or project would have on the 
care pathway, and delivery of care it is 
intending to operate in.

Quantified projected carbon savings the 

proposed innovation can have in intended use 

and methodology used to estimate carbon 

impact

A set timeline and strategy to comply with the 

requirements set in the NHS Supplier Roadmap, 

including the development of a Carbon Reduction 

Plan

Engagement with relevant partners and key 

stakeholders (including PPIE) to achieve a 

sustainable spread of the innovation

Clear identification of barriers and enablers 

to implementation and scaling up



306 £140m+
Total investedsupported

Portfolio snapshot



92
Companies with 

commercial 

revenues

£684m+
Private investment 

leveraged

2,235
jobs created/retained

64 
products exported

79
Companies with sales 

in the NHS

£73m+ 
revenue generated 

19,957
Sites accessed 

through trials or sales

>7.7m
patients involved

through sales and trials

284 
IP granted

1,762
New collaborations

established

Portfolio snapshot



Portfolio snapshot

Revolution-ZERO is on a mission 

to displace single-use medical 

textiles with highly efficient 

reusable alternatives and the 

systems to support them.

• 12 UK CA products registered

• Four projects commissioned by NHS Wales 
Shared Services Partnership

• Integrated product and service offerings 

commissioned by UCL Hospital and Hull Clinical 
Commissioning Group

• Working with world leading sustainability and 
circular economy academics including the 
University of Exeter and University College London

LabCycle is a world-first circular 

plastic consumables supply chain 

for healthcare systems.

• Pilot with the University of Bath

• SBRI Healthcare Phase 1 pilot with NHS Blood and 
Transplant

• Innovate UK Fast Start Grant

• Pre-seed investment round raised at the end of 2022
• Dosage cups from 100% recycled polystyrene

• SME Innovation Voucher for Life-Cycle Analysis
• 40+ interests from private and public organisations



The SME voice

SBRI Healthcare allowed us, as an SME, to 

build a product harnessing the latest 

technology, and to work with leading academics 

and clinicians in three NHS trusts.”

Rebecca Bright, Co-founder and Director Therapy Box

“

“

Working with SBRI has been great, I have 

recommended many other to apply to future 

programmes due to the support and 

connections created through the programme. 

Funding is great, connections are priceless. 

Ben Wilkins, CEO GoodBoost
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PRE-COMPETITION

IN-COMPETITION

IN-PORTFOLIO

IMPACT

Launch webinars, drop-in sessions and clinics

Webinar support on: data & analytics, carbon quantification, supply chain and 

procurement, IP, PPIE, value proposition

Investment readiness programme, showcase events, webinar series on regulatory 

landscape, roadmap to the NHS, health economics, DTAC, peer to peer support, women 

in Healthtech Leadership programme

Case studies, annual survey and annual report

Support



Competition 24 - Delivering a Net Zero NHS for a 
Healthier Future

Competition 24 – Net-zero link to SBRI webpage

Competition launch

31st October 2023

Competition close

22nd November 2023

Assessment

December 2023- January 2024

Contract start

February 2024
4
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Categories

• Clinical community 

engagement

• Novel business models to 

enable circularity in 

perioperative care and critical 

care settings

• Net zero clinical transformation

https://sbrihealthcare.co.uk/competitions/competition-24
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Delivering a Net Zero NHS 
for a Healthier Future

Fanny Burrow

Natalia Kurek



For a Greener NHS18 |

SBRI Competition 24

Launch Webinar

Friday 22nd September 2023 We will cover:

• Background to Greener NHS 

• SBRI Competition Challenge Categories 

• What we are looking for in applications

Greener NHS programme, NHS England

Dr Natalia Kurek, Deputy Director

Dr Fanny Burrows, Senior Lead, net zero research & 

innovation
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NHS has committed to delivering the world’s first net zero health service, in its landmark report: Delivering a Net Zero NHS

NHS net zero targets: 

• Net zero for emission we control directly (NHS Carbon Footprint*) by 

2040, ambition to reach an 80% reduction by 2028 to 2032

• Net zero for emissions we can influence (NHS Carbon Footprint Plus**) 

by 2045, ambition to reach an 80% reduction by 2036 to 2039

Background

*The NHS Carbon Footprint: emissions in the NHS’ direct control

**The NHS Carbon Footprint Plus: wider NHS influence – including supply chain and travel 

Figure 1: GHGP scopes in the context of the NHS 

https://www.england.nhs.uk/greenernhs/wp-content/uploads/sites/51/2022/07/B1728-delivering-a-net-zero-nhs-july-2022.pdf
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NHS has committed to delivering the world’s first net zero health service, in its landmark report: Delivering a Net Zero NHS

NHS net zero targets: 

• Net zero for emission we control directly (NHS Carbon Footprint*) by 2040, 

ambition to reach an 80% reduction by 2028 to 2032

• Net zero for emissions we can influence (NHS Carbon Footprint Plus**) by 2045, 

ambition to reach an 80% reduction by 2036 to 2039

Background

Figure 2: NHS Carbon emissions by Area

Meeting our commitments requires carbon reductions across the whole health system and patient pathway

Figure 3: NHS Carbon 

emissions by Activity Type

https://www.england.nhs.uk/greenernhs/wp-content/uploads/sites/51/2022/07/B1728-delivering-a-net-zero-nhs-july-2022.pdf
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The SBRI Challenge Categories 

1
Challenge Category #1: Clinical community engagement

The aim of the challenge is to seek solutions and approaches that promote clinical professionals’ engagement 
to explore net zero and drive lower carbon models of care within their specialty and area of expertise. 

Particular emphasis on high volume, high resource, carbon intensive practises, processes and products.

2
Challenge Category #2: Novel business models to enable circularity in perioperative care and critical 

care settings 
This aim of the challenge is to explore how value, or outcome-based business models for medical devices and 
equipment used widely in critical care and/or perioperative care can be utilised to deliver long-term patient, cost 

and environmental benefits for the NHS.

3

Challenge Category #3: Net zero transformation across clinical pathways

The aim of this challenge to tackle known carbon intensive areas of care to identify solutions that have the 
potential to make significant carbon reductions on the end-to-end care delivery. 

Particular focus on high volume medical end-to-end pathways, high volume surgical pathways (for example 
services provided in community diagnostic hubs or elective surgical hubs) and high volume cross-cutting 

investigations, diagnostic tests and procedures.
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What are we looking for in applications

Sustainability & net 

zero NHS at the heart 

of the initiative 

Focus on high quality 

patient outcomes and 

clinical effectiveness

Solutions that can be 

implemented and 

are scalable
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Innovation is designed with net zero at the core ✓

Specific work package surrounding net zero NHS, to demonstrate the real potential of the innovation 

to significantly reduce emissions in healthcare / healthcare pathways
✓

Demonstrate progress towards net carbon impact and alignment towards net zero NHS ✓

Plan to estimate reduction in carbon emissions and to gather carbon evidence to support the case. 

Ideas of methodology that can be used will be beneficial (with an understanding of the limitations, 

and assumptions associated with the methodology)
✓

Appropriate expertise to support net zero healthcare specific work ✓

Demonstrate strong understanding and adherence to the suppliers' requirements:

• NHS Suppliers Roadmap requirements

• Carbon reduction plans
✓

Greener NHS - what good looks like
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Thank you 

Greener NHS programme, NHS England

Website www.england.nhs.uk/GreenerNHS
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Q&A session- 
please do fire up 
any question you 
might have in 
the Q&A box



Supporting a #NetZeroNHS

SBRI Healthcare Competition 24
Delivering a Net Zero NHS for a Healthier Future

Pete Waddingham
Net Zero Lead



Plan of Action

1.Briefly explain the role of the AHSN Network and local AHSNs

2.Highlight some examples of support (relevant to this competition)

3.Provide thoughts on SBRI competition / NHS needs

4.Quick example of some recent AHSN Net Zero work

5.Ensure people know how to contact me / key colleagues leading on
sustainability





A connected
‘Network of 
Networks’ –

spreading healthcare 

innovation at pace and 

scale

We are about to rebrand – watch this space!







The competition seeks applications that focus on clinical 
community engagement and transformation, and business 

models for circularity.



Thoughts

1.Broker relationships (strength in collaboration)

2.Help ensure you articulate the need / challenge (quantification)

3.Critical friend on idea (is it innovative / new / risks)

4.Look at wider funding landscape (mitigation / grow)

5.Options for evaluation / spread and adoption

6.Innovation takes time (manage expectations / support journey)





Theme 1 – Models of Care

• Digital Platforms

• Patient Consent

• Cancer Detection

Theme 2 - Travel and transport

• Shared Transport / Staff Transport /

Grey Fleet

• Alternative Travel

• Air Quality

• Data

Theme 3 - Estates and facilities

• Waste

• Energy (including HVAC)

• Water

• Ventilation

Theme 4 – Consumables

• PPE

• Medical Equipment / Gases

• Food

• IT

• Signage

Discussing options to explore some of these topics in more detail e.g. IT / Digital



Thank you

Pete.Waddingham@yhahsn.com

https://calendly.com/pete-waddingham/30min 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pete-waddingham-b4ab8861/

(or I can help you connect with your local AHSN)

mailto:Pete.Waddingham@yhahsn.com
https://calendly.com/pete-waddingham/30min
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pete-waddingham-b4ab8861/


Mr Nathan Moore
T+O StR ST6

Director of Primum Digital Ltd
Clinical Safety Officer

NHS Clinical Entrepreneur

SBRI Healthcare

Competition 24 
Launch event





DevOps for Clinical Pathways



Award Benefits



Tips



Lessons Learned





Mr Nathan Moore
nathan.moore@primumdigital.com
www.crosscover.co.uk

THANK
YOU



Cath Richards, SusQI Lead/SBRI Project Manager

SBRI Net Zero launch event, 22nd September 2023

Sustainability in Quality Improvement 

Commercialisation Project:

Net Zero Is In Your Hands



CENTRE for

SUSTAINABLE

HEALTHCARE

Our Sustainability in Quality Improvement (SusQI) services



CENTRE for

SUSTAINABLE

HEALTHCARE

NHS Implementation



CENTRE for

SUSTAINABLE

HEALTHCARE

A strong delivery team



CENTRE for

SUSTAINABLE

HEALTHCARE

Our tips for your SBRI journey

• Make Net Zero the core of your proposal

• Find partners to build your expertise

• Make it clear what problem your project brings a 
solution to

• Be clear about what success would look like            
- the impact of your offer

• If you’re successful attend all the SBRI workshops  
- they are super helpful
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Assessment process and 
how to apply

Luis Tojo

Senior Programme Manager, SBRI PMO



Assessment process



The assessment criteria

1. How well does the application address the challenge brief ad does the proposed solution benefit 

patients, the NHS and/or Social Care Sector, and support the NHS to reach its net zero ambition by 

contributing to a significant reduction of carbon emissions? 30%

2. Are the project plan, deliverables and risk mitigation strategy appropriate? 15%

3. Is the product innovative, will it have a competitive advantage over existing and alternative solutions and 

are the arrangements surrounding the use and development of Intellectual Property appropriate? 10%

4. Does the proposed project have appropriate implementation plans and a credible model for potential 

regional and national scale up? 15%

5. Does the proposed innovation have potential to enhance equity of access and does the project include 

consideration towards patient and public involvement? 10%

6. Do the host organisation and project team appear to have the right skills and experience to deliver the 

project? 15%

7. Are the costs justified and appropriate? 5%



Application process – www.sbrihealthcare.co.uk



Key dates and Competition documents 

Briefing Webinar

22 September 2023

Competition launch

31 October 2023

Competition close

22th November 2023
3

1

2

Application Portal Login

Invitation to Tender (ITT)

Challenge Brief

Template Application Form

Finance Form

Development Agreement

Applicant and Portal Guidance



Video pitch

• 3 minutes video pitch in MP4 format to support your application

• Maximum file size of 40MB

• Upload the video to a file sharing platform that does not have link 

expiration

• Please do not upload your video to a streaming service or to your 

Institutional SharePoint



The Research Management System (RMS) Portal
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Q&A session- 
please do fire up 
any question you 
might have in 
the Q&A box



SBRI Healthcare Q&A drop-in session for any additional question 
applicants might have during their application process will be held on

24th October 2023, 13:00-15:00 - link

7th November 2023, 13:00-15:00 - link

To be kept up to date about all our initiatives, please subscribe to 
our newsletter adding your details at the bottom of this page:

https://sbrihealthcare.co.uk/about-us#subform_section

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/sbri-healthcare-competition-24-net-zero-qa-drop-in-session-tickets-727546600467?aff=oddtdtcreator
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/sbri-healthcare-competition-24-net-zero-qa-drop-in-session-tickets-727428055897?aff=oddtdtcreator
https://sbrihealthcare.co.uk/about-us
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SBRI Healthcare
LGC Ltd

Grant Management Group

15 Church Street

Twickenham TW1 3NL

Contact us for advice and specific guidance:

T 020 8843 8125

E  sbri@lgcgroup.com

W https://www.sbrihealthcare.co.uk

LinkedIn /sbri-healthcare

Twitter  @SBRIHealthcare

mailto:sbri@nihr.ac.uk
https://www.sbrihealthcare.co.uk/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sbri-healthcare
https://twitter.com/@SBRIHealthcare
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